BNC-Instructions-0402

compact utility net

BN-0402

Installation:

Step 1: Simply drape the Bednet® over your load with the
label facing up and positioned at the rear of the truck bed.

WARN IN G
The attachment of this product is critical and beyond the control of Bednet®.
Bednet® is NOT responsible for the attachment nor the installation. It neither

Step 2: Using tie-downs of your choice, secure the four

guarantees, nor will it be liable for any damage resulting from the use of this

corners of the Bednet by placing hook through the

product. Failure to use this product properly may cause cargo to shift or

®

grommets and then s
 ecuring the other hook to the anchor
points in your truck bed and tighten.

drop from the vehicle which may result in substantial property damage and
or serious personal injury or death. Never use this product for lifting, towing
or personal restraint. Do not use this product if hardware is defective,
webbing is cut, frayed, exposed to extreme heat, burned, melted or

Step 3: Once all four corners of the Bednet® are secured
and tightened, use additional tie-downs in the available
grommets if needed to further tighten the Bednet® on
your load.

abraded. This product was not designed to secure transportation of items
or articles which are small enough to escape the restraint system. Do not
exceed working load limit of 100 lbs. or minimum working load of anchor
points to which this product is attached or product used to secure. Check
your load and this product after first 10 miles and every 20 miles thereafter.
READ COMPLETE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO USE.

Bednet® is a brand of Adrian’s Safety Solutions.
Bednet® is a registered trademark. P.O. Box 6091, Knoxville, TN 37914
Made in Mexico of US and foreign components.
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